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Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Bureau of Infectious Disease, Prevention, Response and Services
Office of Integrated Surveillance & Informatics Services
General Overview of S1 Maintenance Release

- General Overview of release
  - ISIS
  - STD
  - Epidemiology
  - Global Populations (RIHP & TB)
ISIS
ISIS

- Fixes the Null Pointer Bug that users experience when deleting links between two events. [MAEDSS-10394]
STD
Updates “Referring_Clinic_Name” in Field Investigation Question Package to pull from reference code. [MAEDSS-10407]

Creates new reference code: Referring Clinic. [MAEDSS-10408]

Relabel LINK_ENG to be HIV Follow-up Type, update answer options, and add child question. [MAEDSS-10409]

Changes event time period for Chlamydia and Gonorrhea to 30 days. [MAEDSS-10423]
Epidemiology
EPI - Hepatitis

- Adds Project Hope HCV to Health_facility reference code. [MAEDSS-10406]
EPI – Foodborne & Waterborne

- Adds two new child questions to “Inspectional Services Notified” variable. [MAEDSS-9831]
- Revises Vibrio sp. To an immediate disease for 2016 (Mon, 5/2 - Mon 10/31). [MAEDSS-10365]
EPI – Zoo

- Creates new variable to capture Date Reported to Zika Virus Pregnancy Registry. [MAEDSS-10396]
Global Populations
- Updates EDN feed with new mapping document. [MAEDSS-10117]
TB

- Creates a new drug and reference code for TB. [MAEDSS-10416]
- Updates MDPH team list according to spreadsheet. [MAEDSS-10417]
Thank you

- If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN, please contact the help desk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801

- Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback. Please continue to give ISIS your thoughts on MAVEN and requests for future enhancements. Thank you.